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12:40pm - 1:40pm

WORKSHOPS

Potato Room – Community Over Competition
By Traco Matthews, Chief Program Officer at CAPK
“If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go far, go together!”  
       ~ African proverb 

Many challenges in the nonprofit sector are deep, broad, and complex. Success is predicated 
on our ability to collaborate effectively, not just within our teams and organizations, but also 
with external partners and stakeholders. This session will discuss strategies for strengthening 
collaboration in service of sustainable success. 

Truxtun Room – Intentional Branding: Thinking 
Beyond the Logo
By Rachel Glauser, Director of Communications, Providence Strategic 
Consulting
You have a logo…great! Now what? Intentional branding ensures you take control of your 
audience’s perceptions so your audience doesn’t create assumptions about your company. It 
highlights your unique gifts and capitalizes on your strengths. Being clear and concise with 
your intent helps implement strategies to achieve your goals. Intentional branding requires 
you to ask why decisions are made, what you hope to gain from them and how your audience 
perceives your brand based on your choices. 

Let’s talk about being authentic and consistent as you build a brand that highlights your value 
and helps you avoid a poor brand image.

 

Oleander Room –DEI 101: Together We’re Greater 
Than Any Challenge
By Pawan Gill, Director of HRTP & Workforce Development for Bakersfield 
College
Cultivating a culture of innovation, high engagement and collaboration is key to organizational 
effectiveness.  In this workshop, we will explore the concepts of Diversity, Equity & Inclusion 
and learn how to leverage diversity and operationalize equity to maximize our outcomes within 
our organizations and in our communities. 

Caliente Room – Leadership 103: Maintaining 
Relevance – How Old Dogs Can Learn AND Teach 
New Tricks
By Bob Meadows, Business Development Director at City of Shafter
You may have a long legacy of success in developing others and achieving business success. 
but are you still relevant today as a leader? Are you still pursuing excellence personally 
and professionally? In this highly interactive workshop, your presenter shares decades of 
experience to help you commit, connect, and communicate to make sure you continue to 
matter in your role as a leader.

 

Breckenridge Room – Understanding Data
By Abran Padilla, Owner of Spectrum Data Analytics, LLC
This session will provide an overview of how data can be used to develop new organizational 
and/or business insights to enhance revenues, reduce costs, and/or gain competitive 
advantages in an firm’s field.  Furthermore, the session provides information on the various 
levels of analytics as well as providing an overview of the dangers of “Blackbox” (autonomous) 
analytics.


